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Theres No Such Place As Far Away
The 1980s was the revolutionary decade of the twentieth century. To look back in 1990 at the Britain of ten years earlier was to
look into another country. The changes were not superficial, like the revolution in fashion and music that enlivened the 1960s; nor
were they quite as unsettling and joyless as the troubles of the 1970s. And yet they were irreversible. By the end of the decade,
society as a whole was wealthier, money was easier to borrow, there was less social upheaval, less uncertainty about the future.
Perhaps the greatest transformation of the decade was that by 1990, the British lived in a new ideological universe where the
defining conflict of the twentieth century, between capitalism and socialism, was over. Thatcherism took the politics out of politics
and created vast differences between rich and poor, but no expectation that the existence of such gross inequalities was a
problem that society or government could solve - because as Mrs Thatcher said, 'There is no such thing as society ... people must
look to themselves first.' From the Falklands war and the miners' strike to Bobby Sands and the Guildford Four, from Diana and
the New Romantics to Live Aid and the 'big bang', from the Rubik's cube to the ZX Spectrum, McSmith's brilliant narrative account
uncovers the truth behind the decade that changed Britain forever.
Published in 1973, "L'Etourdit" was one of the French philosopher Jacques Lacan's most important works. The book posed
questions that traversed the entire body of Lacan's psychoanalytical explorations, including his famous idea that "there is no such
thing as a sexual relationship," which seeks to undermine our certainties about intimacy and reality. In There's No Such Thing as a
Sexual Relationship, Alain Badiou and Barbara Cassin take possession of Lacan's short text, thinking "with" Lacan about his
propositions and what kinds of questions they raise in relation to knowledge. Cassin considers the relationship of the real to
language through a Sophist lens, while the Platonist Badiou unpacks philosophical claims about truth. Each of their contributions
echoes back to one another, offering new ways of thinking about Lacan, his seminal ideas, and his role in advancing philosophical
thought.
Bear can't sleep. Did you hear that? Did you feel that? What was it? It wasn't a hungry giant or a blood-sucking spider or a firebreathing dragon because there is NO SUCH THING... Is there?
Little Bear is so excited! He's going to sleep in his very own bedroom for the first time ever. But without his big brother there, Little
Bear's new bedroom seems a bit scary. It's full of strange shadows and noises, and he's sure there's a monster that wants to eat
him!
Ansel's new master slays dragons for a living. He says he's hunted the monstrous worms all over Christendom - and he has the
scars to prove it! But is Brock just a clever trickster in shining armour? Ansel is sure there are no such things as dragons. So what
is the man-eating creature that lives in the crags of Dragon Mountain? As he and Brock climb the perilous ice-face to its lair, Ansel
is about to discover the horrifying truth... A heart-pounding fantasy with a brilliant twist from one of the world's greatest writers,
Mortal Engines maestro Philip Reeve! "His imagination is electrifying" Frank Cottrell Boyce "His books are full of adventure,
humour and invention." Charlie Higson, author of YOUNG BOND
Schooley Dude, There's No Such Thing as Monsters! By: Richard Quick This is Schooley Dude’s experiences in learning the
lessons of life and is a never ending list of challenges he finds.
'A dazzling book ... the new Stephen Hawking' Sunday Times The bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics takes us
on an enchanting, consoling journey to discover the meaning of time 'We are time. We are this space, this clearing opened by the
traces of memory inside the connections between our neurons. We are memory. We are nostalgia. We are longing for a future that
will not come.' Time is a mystery that does not cease to puzzle us. Philosophers, artists and poets have long explored its meaning
while scientists have found that its structure is different from the simple intuition we have of it. From Boltzmann to quantum theory,
from Einstein to loop quantum gravity, our understanding of time has been undergoing radical transformations. Time flows at a
different speed in different places, the past and the future differ far less than we might think, and the very notion of the present
evaporates in the vast universe. With his extraordinary charm and sense of wonder, bringing together science, philosophy and art,
Carlo Rovelli unravels this mystery. Enlightening and consoling, The Order of Time shows that to understand ourselves we need to
reflect on time -- and to understand time we need to reflect on ourselves. Translated by Simon Carnell and Erica Segre
Soap, water, sandwiches and smokeWhere do they come from and where do they go?Join us on a journey of discovery as we
explore the story of everyday things on Earth. Stories full of adventure, relationships, change and surprises. Stories with a past, a
present and a future. The more we can learn about these stories the better we understand ourselves and the world around
us.Come and see how 'things' move and change and find out if they really do go away?The simple, engaging text introduces
children to the scientific concept of matter cycles on Earth. The beautiful and fun illustrations are packed with clues and the
parent/teacher notes provide avenues to continue the exploration and develop a habit of mind for life cycle and living systems
thinking.

'I lost count of the number of times I laughed out loud, I was rooting for Laura from the first page. Tender, funny, smart
and brilliantly observed. The perfect blend of uplifting escapism and social satire, an utter page turner and such a clever,
perceptive moving one. I LOVED it!' DAISY BUCHANAN No one's life is as perfect as it looks. Least of all Laura
Morrison's. (Although she's not sure how perfect hanging onto your job by a thread and sleeping on an air mattress at
your sister's looks, in all honesty.) When Laura gets the chance to trial Cupid - a high-tech new dating service which will
draw on everything she's ever done online to find her perfect match - she figures it's got to be worth a try. She can't
believe her luck when good-looking, kind considerate Adam turns up for their first date. On paper he's...well...perfect. But
when Laura develops feelings for the person who led her to Adam in the first place, familiar doubt creeps in. Maybe for
life to start falling into place, Laura has to learn to let go... Sharply-observed and laugh-out-loud funny, NO SUCH THING
AS PERFECT is the perfect novel for anyone who has ever wondered if there's a formula for finding love.
____________________________ 'Brimming with wit and razor sharp observations' SOPHIE COUSENS, author of This
Time Next Year 'Poignant, warm and very, very clever, this is perfect for anyone who thinks they're the only one without
the answers. I felt vindicated and lifted after I'd read it!' LAURA JANE WILLIAMS 'I ADORED it! Fast, funny, relatable and
super uplifting, with a genius premise and a loveable lead character I was hugely invested in. Every page had me
hooked.' HELLY ACTON 'This is a smart thoughtful romcom with real heart and a deeply satisfying ending.' RED 'A fresh,
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funny, sexy tale of dating woes, family expectations, technological adventure, and loyal friendships, this book will make
your world a brighter place' KATHERINE HEINY 'It is so funny (properly laugh-out-loud funny) and smart and full of
characters I feel like I know' LAURA KAY 'Whip-smart on relationships, especially the trickiest of family dynamics, all so
tenderly and charmingly drawn too' ABBIE GREAVES
How inclusive methods can build elegant design solutions that work for all. Sometimes designed objects reject their
users: a computer mouse that doesn't work for left-handed people, for example, or a touchscreen payment system that
only works for people who read English phrases, have 20/20 vision, and use a credit card. Something as simple as color
choices can render a product unusable for millions. These mismatches are the building blocks of exclusion. In Mismatch,
Kat Holmes describes how design can lead to exclusion, and how design can also remedy exclusion. Inclusive design
methods—designing objects with rather than for excluded users—can create elegant solutions that work well and benefit
all. Holmes tells stories of pioneers of inclusive design, many of whom were drawn to work on inclusion because of their
own experiences of exclusion. A gamer and designer who depends on voice recognition shows Holmes his “Wall of
Exclusion,” which displays dozens of game controllers that require two hands to operate; an architect shares her
firsthand knowledge of how design can fail communities, gleaned from growing up in Detroit's housing projects; an
astronomer who began to lose her eyesight adapts a technique called “sonification” so she can “listen” to the stars.
Designing for inclusion is not a feel-good sideline. Holmes shows how inclusion can be a source of innovation and
growth, especially for digital technologies. It can be a catalyst for creativity and a boost for the bottom line as a customer
base expands. And each time we remedy a mismatched interaction, we create an opportunity for more people to
contribute to society in meaningful ways.
Up-and-coming storyteller Sukhroop Singh gives his insights into pressing topics such as book censorship, creating
suspense, creativity, food insecurity, creating villains, finding ideas, inspiration, and more.
Collects magazine columns in which Professor Friedman explains, in layman's terms, the economic realities underlying
current political and social issues. Bibliogs
The death of Peter Winch in 1997 sparked a revived interest in his work with this book arguing his work suffered
misrepresentation in both recent literature and in contemporary critiques of his writing. Debates in philosophy and
sociology about foundational questions of social ontology and methodology often claim to have adequately incorporated
and moved beyond Winch's concerns. Re-establishing a Winchian voice, the authors examine how such contentions
involve a failure to understand central themes in Winch's writings and that the issues which occupied him in his Idea of a
Social Science and its Relation to Philosophy and later papers remain central to social studies. The volume offers a
careful reading of the text in alliance with Wittgensteinian insights and alongside a focus on the nature and results of
social thought and inquiry. It draws parallels with other movements in the social studies, notably ethnomethodology, to
demonstrate how Winch's central claim is both more significant and more difficult to transcend than sociologists and
philosophers have hitherto imagined.
The Never Ending Tour is the popular name for Bob Dylan's endless touring schedule. During the course of the tour,
musicians have come and gone as the band continued to evolve. The shows amassed a huge fan base with some fans
traveling from around the world to attend as many Dylan shows as possible. Dylan played his 2,000th show of the Never
Ending Tour in October 2007 and his 3,000th show of the Never Ending Tour in April 2019, in Innsbruck, Austria
(featured in the book). Dylan has attributed much of the versatility of his live shows to the talent of his backing band, with
whom he recorded each of his 21st Century studio albums. The tour's name was cemented when a journalist asked
Dylan if it was a never ending tour which Dylan affirmed. Since then he has tried to pay down the tag saying in a recent,
'Critics should know there is no such thing as forever'.
In an era when much of what passes for debate is merely moral posturing--traditional family values versus the cultural
elite, free speech versus censorship--or reflexive name-calling--the terms "liberal" and "politically correct," are used with
as much dismissive scorn by the right as "reactionary" and "fascist" are by the left--Stanley Fish would seem an unlikely
lightning rod for controversy. A renowned scholar of Milton, head of the English Department of Duke University, Fish has
emerged as a brilliantly original critic of the culture at large, praised and pilloried as a vigorous debunker of the pieties of
both the left and right. His mission is not to win the cultural wars that preoccupy the nation's attention, but rather to
redefine the terms of battle. In There's No Such Thing as Free Speech, Fish takes aim at the ideological gridlock
paralyzing academic and political exchange in the nineties. In his witty, accessible dissections of the swirling
controversies over multiculturalism, affirmative action, canon revision, hate speech, and legal reform, he neatly
eviscerates both the conservatives' claim to possession of timeless, transcendent values (the timeless transcendence of
which they themselves have conveniently identified), and the intellectual left's icons of equality, tolerance, and nondiscrimination. He argues that while conservative ideologues and liberal stalwarts might disagree vehemently on what is
essential to a culture, or to a curriculum, both mistakenly believe that what is essential can be identified apart from the
accidental circumstances (of time and history) to which the essential is ritually opposed. In the book's first section, which
includes the five essays written for Fish's celebrated debates with Dinesh D'Souza (the author and former Reagan White
House policy analyst), Fish turns his attention to the neoconservative backlash. In his introduction, Fish writes, "Terms
that come to us wearing the label 'apolitical'--'common values', 'fairness', 'merit', 'color blind', 'free speech', 'reason'--are
in fact the ideologically charged constructions of a decidedly political agenda. I make the point not in order to level an
accusation, but to remove the sting of accusation from the world 'politics' and redefine it as a synonym for what everyone
inevitably does." Fish maintains that the debate over political correctness is an artificial one, because it is simply not
possible for any party or individual to occupy a position above or beyond politics. Regarding the controversy over the
revision of the college curriculum, Fish argues that the point is not to try to insist that inclusion of ethnic and gender
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studies is not a political decision, but "to point out that any alternative curriculum--say a diet of exclusively Western or
European texts--would be no less politically invested." In Part Two, Fish follows the implications of his arguments to a
surprising rejection of the optimistic claims of the intellectual left that awareness of the historical roots of our beliefs and
biases can allow us, as individuals or as a society, to escape or transcend them. Specifically, he turns to the movement
for reform of legal studies, and insists that a dream of a legal culture in which no one's values are slighted or declared
peripheral can no more be realized than the dream of a concept of fairness that answers to everyone's notions of equality
and jsutice, or a yardstick of merit that is true to everyone's notions of worth and substance. Similarly, he argues that
attempts to politicize the study of literature are ultimately misguided, because recharacterizations of literary works have
absolutely no impact on the mainstream of political life. He concludes his critique of the academy with "The Unbearable
Ugliness of Volvos," an extraordinary look at some of the more puzzing, if not out-and-out masochistic, characteristics of
a life in academia. Penetrating, fearless, and brilliantly argued, There's No Such Thing as Free Speech captures the
essential Fish. It is must reading for anyone who cares about the outcome of America's cultural wars.
Rumour has it that the school is haunted by a ghost called Annie. The only problem is that no one has ever seen her. Is it
just a rumour? Or does Annie really exist?Sam and Donna, pupils at the school, think they might have solved the riddle
when they unexpectedly discover part of a Roman mosaic in the school grounds. The mosaic shows a young girl and
both children are convinced that this must, indeed, be the face of the mysterious ghost. But how can this be proved?
Disaster strikes when a building firm moves on to the land where the mosaic was found. At which point Sam and Donna
realise the only way they can save the mosaic is to confront Lauren, the school bully.Can the children stop the
destruction of the mosaic, face up to Lauren and solve the riddle of Annie?
Little Brother wants to join in the fun with his sibling, but Big Brother won't let him play. "Fetch me a Snappenpoop!" says Big Brother. "Then
you can play . . ." But everybody knows there's no such thing as a Snappenpoop . . . or IS there? A wonderfully unique story from awardwinning author Jeanne Willis (The Bog Baby, The First Slodge). Packed with magical creatures and bossy siblings, this delightfully wicked
cautionary tale is set to become a children's favourite. With stunning artwork from debut picture book illustrator Matt Saunders.
14 COUNTRIES, 42 WOMEN - FROM PERIODS TO ORGASMS TO FGM. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS OVERSHARING. 'Nimko's book
is going to shift the conversation around women's bodies. Our bodies, and everything they do, make us who we are' - Amika George, founder
of Free Periods Campaign ______________________ What do you do when you're homeless and on your period? What does it feel like to
have a poo following childbirth? How do we learn to love our bodies again after they've been abused? It's rude. It's improper. It's disgusting.
All justifications that leave women's questions about their bodies unanswered. And activist Nimko Ali has had enough of it. Following her own
experience of FGM and rebuilding her relationship with her body, this important book contains the true stories of women sharing what they've
always been told is secret and shameful - from east London to Ethiopia, from pregnancy to menopause. This is a call to arms. This is a cry to
reclaim the narrative around our fannies and to refuse the taboos that silent us. ______________________ 'A beautiful book with such a
wide range of uplifting but often heart-breaking stories. Made us cry and think in equal measure' - Pandora Sykes, co-host of The High Low
'Nimko has blown apart all taboos, blown apart the echo chamber and included all women in the feminist conversation.' - Scarlett Curtis,
author of Feminists Don't Wear Pink 'There is no subject too taboo for her to tackle. We should all be talking about our vaginas and she is
leading the way' - Bryony Gordon, author of Mad Girl 'Nimko Ali is heroine for our time, she destroys the notion of things being too rude to
discuss' - Caitlin Moran, author of How to Be a Woman
Learn how to stop pouring vast sums of money into technology projects that don't have a lasting impact by closing the communication gap
between IT and leadership. Too many businesses miss opportunity after opportunity to design, plan, and achieve intentional business
change. Why? Because they charter projects focused on delivering software products: IT projects. But as this groundbreaking book points
out, there's no such thing as an IT project—or at least there shouldn't be. It's always about intentional business change, or what's the point?
It's time to stop providing simplistic, one-dimensional, all-you-gotta-do panaceas. When the only constant in business is change, truly useful
IT has to help you change instead of build solutions that are obsolete even before they are completed. IT consultant Bob Lewis, author of the
bestselling Bare Bones Project Management, has joined forces with seasoned CIO Dave Kaiser to give you the tools you need. It's a
multidimensional, relentlessly practical guide. Condensed to handbook length and seasoned with Lewis's trademark sardonic humor, it's an
enjoyable and digestible read as well. Lewis and Kaiser take you step by step through the process of building a collaboration between IT and
the rest of the business that really works. Insisting on intentional business change takes patience, communication, and courage, but it has a
huge payoff. More to the point, insist on anything else and every penny you spend will be a wasted dime and a waste of time.
There is No Such Thing as a Natural Disaster is the first comprehensive critical book on the catastrophic impact of Hurricane Katrina on New
Orleans. The disaster will go down on record as one of the worst in American history, not least because of the government’s inept and
cavalier response. But it is also a huge story for other reasons; the impact of the hurricane was uneven, and race and class were deeply
implicated in the unevenness. Hartman and. Squires assemble two dozen critical scholars and activists who present a multifaceted portrait of
the social implications of the disaster. The book covers the response to the disaster and the roles that race and class played, its impact on
housing and redevelopment, the historical context of urban disasters in America and the future of economic development in the region. It
offers strategic guidance for key actors - government agencies, financial institutions, neighbourhood organizations - in efforts to rebuild
shattered communities.
When she was about to turn five, a little girl named Rae Hansen invited Richard Bach to her birthday party. Though deserts, storms,
mountains, and a thousand miles separated them, Rae was confident that her friend would appear. "There's No Such Place As Far Away"
chronicles the exhilarating spiritual journey that delivered Rae's anxiously awaited guest to her side on that special day--and tells of the
powerful and enduring gift that would keep him forever close to her heart. Written with the same elegant simplicity that made "Jonathan
Livingston Seagull" a bestselling phenomenon, "There's No Such Place As Far Away" has touched the hearts of thousands of readers since
its first publication in 1979. Richard Bach's inspiring, now-classic tale is a profound reminder that miles cannot truly separate us from
friends...that those we love are always with us--every moment of the infinite celebration we call life. "From the Trade Paperback edition."
Monsters come in all shapes and sizes, and not all of them have sharp teeth and beady red eyes. New London. A thriving metropolis at the
forefront of technological advancement and a shining gem of civilization. Faeries. Whether they come off cute and cuddly or downright
predatory, they all bring misfortune or are heralds of it. Experience is a harsh taskmistress, but her lessons sink the deepest. Having been
taught the lesson at great cost, Kal's rules for dealing with faeries are simple: don't talk to them, don't look at them, don't give them the time of
day. So when the Other Side comes knocking one fateful, stormy day, Kal, at first, pretends not to notice. Was forgetting this rule his folly?
His way of life is in great danger. His little sister, Sammie, a natural mage, is taken by Ouroboros, a criminal organization made up of raving
lunatics that profit off the misery and suffering of others, and have everything to do with all the crimes of magic in New London. Kal will go to
any lengths to save his sister, even to his death.Accompanied by his sylph companion, a mischievous pest, Kal dives deep into the dark
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underbelly of the city, but are his hands enough to dig his sister out from the muck?
Because he spends so much time perfecting his flying form instead of concentrating on getting food, a seagull is ostracized by the rest of the
flock.
Would you like to know what everything is made of, where your mind comes from and why it is hard to be completely happy with the
decisions you make? This book sets out a different scientific view that seeks to provide answers to difficult questions like these. It explains
where feelings and emotions come from, and it looks at how we can judge if we are acting ethically. The new paradigm is able to delve into
the nature of spirituality and its relation to societies and religions. Not only does this book tackle these hard questions, it proposes solutions to
some puzzling scientific mysteries. The idea of a universe made of particles and space is abandoned, and it is replaced with a universe of
cells made from quantum stretches. This paradigm is both fascinating and compelling. Some of the findings are quite shocking. The book
explains how we can understand the world around us in terms of cells and their boundaries. Cells are everywhere. The room you are in is a
cell, the chair you are sitting on is a differently shaped cell, and the molecules of air that you are breathing are very small cells. The sun is a
very big cell, but not as big as a galaxy cell. All these cells are made out of quantum stretches. They are called quantum stretches because
they all add up to make extensions that form extension cells. It is these extension cells that make up everything that we are aware of in the
Universe. There are no spaces between cells. There is no such thing as nothing. We can make an analogy with soap bubbles; one can think
of the Universe as being made of bubbles (extension cells) of all different shapes and sizes. We can see through big bubbles; they
correspond to space. We cannot see through clusters of billions of tightly packed atom size bubbles, because they form a foam. We can
however recognise solids from grains of sand to mountains because we can see the outer boundaries of the 'atomic foam'. There are no
particles to go searching for in this universe. The things we call mass and electric charge are all bound together with the quantum stretches of
a universal quantum field. We don't need dark matter or dark energy, and we only need one type of electricity not two. In this cellular model,
we can explain the nature of light without the need to think of it as both a particle and a wave. And, in a way not possible in a particle-space
universe, the book explains how gravity, the apparent expansion of the Universe and radioactivity are all interlinked with chaos theory and the
speed of light. The extension cell paradigm describes a Universe that is infinite in both time and space. It recycles itself. It has no beginning
and no end. In the extension cell view, every quantum stretch comes with quantum awareness. So every cell has a level of awareness. Atom
cells have very primitive awareness that is limited to knowing their positions in the Universe. When cells reach the level of complexity of, for
instance, an amoeba, they have accumulated sufficient self-awareness to be classed as living. They use their awareness to carry out
intelligent behaviour to seek food in order to maintain their existence, grow, and reproduce. Larger clusters of cells form the animal and plant
kingdoms. We ourselves are a cluster of cells made of organ cells that are in turn made of biochemical cells that are made of molecule cells.
The cluster of cells of which we are made, including our brain cells, give us a memory and a level of self-awareness that we recognise as
human consciousness. The extension cell paradigm enables us to investigate the nature of the human condition. There are explanations for
why we are such good toolmakers and tool users. And how we make use of a special tool called 'society'. We see how societies themselves
can be viewed as living organisms.

“A perfect antidote to the hyper-vigilant, extra-electrified, standardized-tested, house-arrested, 21st-century childhood.”
—Richard Louv, bestselling author of Last Child in the Woods and Vitamin N Bringing Up Bébé meets Last Child in the
Woods in this lively, insightful memoir about a mother who sets out to discover if the nature-centric parenting philosophy
of her native Scandinavia holds the key to healthier, happier lives for her American children. When Swedish-born Linda
McGurk moved to small-town Indiana with her American husband to start a family, she quickly realized that her outdoorsy
ways were not the norm. In Sweden children play outside all year round, regardless of the weather, and letting young
babies nap outside in freezing temperatures is not only common—it is a practice recommended by physicians. In the US,
on the other hand, she found that the playgrounds, which she had expected to find teeming with children, were mostly
deserted. In preschool, children were getting drilled to learn academic skills, while their Scandinavian counterparts were
climbing trees, catching frogs, and learning how to compost. Worse, she realized that giving her daughters the same
freedom to play outside that she had enjoyed as a child in Sweden could quickly lead to a visit by Child Protective
Services. The brewing culture clash finally came to a head when McGurk was fined for letting her children play in a local
creek, setting off an online firestorm when she expressed her anger and confusion on her blog. The rules and parenting
philosophies of her native country and her adopted homeland were worlds apart. Struggling to fit in and to decide what
was best for her children, McGurk turned to her own childhood for answers. Could the Scandinavian philosophy of “there
is no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothes” be the key to better lives for her American children? And how would
her children’s relationships with nature change by introducing them to Scandinavian concepts like friluftsliv (“open-air
living”) and hygge (the coziness and the simple pleasures of home)? McGurk embarked on a six-month-long journey to
Sweden to find out. There’s No Such Thing as Bad Weather is a fascinating personal narrative that highlights the
importance of spending time outdoors, and illustrates how the Scandinavian culture could hold the key to raising
healthier, resilient, and confident children in America.
'Surreal and unsettling' OBSERVER CULTURAL HIGHLIGHT 'Wise, comical and exceptionally relatable' ZEBA
TALKHANI 'Quietly hilarious and deeply attuned to the uncanny rhythms and deadpan absurdity of the daily grind'
SHARLENE TEO A woman walks into an employment agency and requests a job that requires no reading, no writing –
and ideally, very little thinking. She is sent to an office building where she is tasked with watching the hidden-camera feed
of an author suspected of storing contraband goods. But observing someone for hours on end isn't so easy. How will she
stay awake? When can she take delivery of her favourite brand of tea? And, perhaps more importantly – how did she find
herself in this situation in the first place? As she moves from job to job, writing bus adverts for shops that mysteriously
disappear, and composing advice for rice cracker wrappers that generate thousands of devoted followers, it becomes
increasingly apparent that she's not searching for the easiest job at all, but something altogether more meaningful...
If you are one of the millions of people who, as a young child, was instilled with the fear that God actually tortures people
for eternity, this book is for you!In Hell? No! Rick Lannoye masterfully unravels all the ploys used to perpetuate the fear of
Hell, beginning with the history of its pagan origins, the process by which Christianity adopted Hades from Greek
mythology and how the original gospels have been manipulated to keep the unfounded fear of it alive today.But most
importantly, Lannoye provides practical advice to anyone--no matter how emotionally and spiritually abused--about how
they can be set free and become absolutely certain there is no such place as Hell.
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Grub is a little monster with a big problem – he’s absolutely terrified of humans, especially the one his brother says lives
under his bed. Grub’s mum says there’s no such thing as humans, but even so, they must never go to the edge of the
forest. That’s fine by Grub, until his brother dares him. He can’t refuse a double dare, can he? Will Grub find humans at
the edge of the forest … or something even worse?
Savour The Flavour: There's No Such Thing As Too Much Garlic (A book for "Garlicaholics") - a "must have" for the garlic
lover! Full of fabulous gastronomical formulas, interesting facts, tidbits of lore, and whimsical illustrations, this book is an
essential ingredient for cooking with garlic! From "Beginning the Trail to Pungent, Powerful Flavour" to "Miscellaneous
Garlic Recipes to Keep Vampires at Bay," Carol Lazzeri-Casey, offers chapters loaded with recipes she's ferreted out,
enhanced, and created, as well as some which have been handed down through the generations. Packed with over 100
garlicky recipes, this book includes information on various types of garlic, growing it, storing it, and solutions for the
problem of garlic odor! The best of the best – you'll love it! Straight from an authentic garlic aficionado, this cookbook
provides everything a "garlicaholic" may hunger for.
THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'This book has changed my life' Joe Wicks 'As a parenting support book this is
in a class of its own . . . It is perhaps the most helpful book for parents of children of any age' Professor Peter Fonagy,
CEO Anna Freud National Centre for Children & Families 'This is a book that will change lives' Dr Suzanne Zeedyk,
Infant Psychologist 'This book is absolutely brilliant! I love that it is about parenting a healthy brain' Dr Guddi Singh,
Paediatrician and Health Campaigner Want to know the secret to tackling tantrums and tears, stopping squabbles in
seconds AND lay the foundations for your child's good mental health in the process? In There's No Such Thing As
'Naughty', mum to two young children, journalist and children's mental health advocate Kate Silverton shares her
groundbreaking new approach to parenting under-fives that helps to make family life so much easier and and certainly a
lot more fun! Kate's unique strategies, easy-to-follow scripts and simple techniques will enable you to manage those
tricky everyday challenges with ease - and help you to enjoy the strongest bond possible with your child, both now and in
the years ahead. Endorsed by leading figures in the field of children's mental health, at the heart of the book is a simple
and revelatory way to understand how your child's brain develops and how it influences their behaviour. Rooted in the
latest science - explained really simply - this engaging, accessible and warm parenting guide will redefine how you see
and raise your children, with a new understanding that for under-fives, there can be no such thing as 'naughty'.
An inspiring story from a humanitarian role model and WWE superstar, known to fans as Titus O’Neil One caring person
can change the course of a child’s life — Titus O’Neil knows that first-hand. Growing up, he was repeatedly confronted
with negativity. By the time he was a teenager, he figured that he was the bad kid everyone said he was — until an adult
looked him in the eye and said, “There is no such thing as a bad kid.” Unfortunately, many children across North
America are labeled “bad.” They may have short attention spans, unstable home environments, or learning difficulties.
Often, these young people are diagnosed with an emotional or behavioral disorder and placed in special classes. They
internalize these labels, and the imposed limitations affect their ability to learn, behave, and fit in. There’s No Such Thing
as a Bad Kid chronicles Titus’s turbulent childhood years as he was helped to shed the label and realize his unique
greatness, his value and potential. His remarkable story will provide hope and inspiration to children in similar
circumstances and will help guide well-meaning adults in how to pay forward their successes to a generation of
disadvantaged children.
When a little girl is told there's no such thing as unicorns, she doesn't believe it for a second. Surely unicorns exist? But if
she's has any chance of proving that unicorns are real, the little girl needs proof! And so starts a wonderful journey. And
DO unicorns exist? There's only one way to find out...
Billy Bixbee's mother won't admit that dragons exist until it is nearly too late.
Philanthro-capitalism: How charity became big business The charitable sector is one of the fastest-growing industries in the global
economy. Nearly half of the more than 85,000 private foundations in the United States have come into being since the year 2000.
Just under 5,000 more were established in 2011 alone. This deluge of philanthropy has helped create a world where billionaires
wield more power over education policy, global agriculture, and global health than ever before. In No Such Thing as a Free Gift,
author and academic Linsey McGoey puts this new golden age of philanthropy under the microscope—paying particular attention to
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. As large charitable organizations replace governments as the providers of social welfare,
their largesse becomes suspect. The businesses fronting the money often create the very economic instability and inequality the
foundations are purported to solve. We are entering an age when the ideals of social justice are dependent on the strained
rectitude and questionable generosity of the mega-rich.
Every Economics textbook today teaches that questions of values and morality lie outside of, are in fact excluded from, the field of
Economics and its proper domain of study, "the economy." Yet the dominant cultural and media narrative in response to major
economic crisis is almost always one of moral outrage. How do we reconcile this tension or explain this paradox by which
Economics seems to have both everything and nothing to do with values? The discipline of modern economics hypostatizes and
continually reifies a domain it calls "the economy"; only this epistemic practice makes it possible to falsely separate the question of
value from the broader inquiry into the economic. And only if we have first eliminated value from the domain of economics can we
then transform stories of financial crisis or massive corporate corruption into simple tales of ethics. But if economic forces
establish, transform, and maintain relations of value then it proves impossible to separate economics from questions of value,
because value relations only come to be in the world by way of economic logics. This means that the "positive economics" spoken
of so fondly in the textbooks is nothing more than a contradiction in terms, and as this book demonstrates, there's no such thing as
"the economy." To grasp the basic logic of capital is to bring into view the unbreakable link between economics and value.
When she was about to turn five, a little girl named Rae Hansen invited Richard Bach to her birthday party. Though deserts,
storms, mountains, and a thousand miles separated them, Rae was confident that her friend would appear. "There's No Such
Place As Far Away" chronicles the exhilarating spiritual journey that delivered Rae's anxiously awaited guest to her side on that
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special day--and tells of the powerful and enduring gift that would keep him forever close to her heart. Written with the same
elegant simplicity that made "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" a bestselling phenomenon, "There's No Such Place As Far Away" has
touched the hearts of thousands of readers since its first publication in 1979. Richard Bach's inspiring, now-classic tale is a
profound reminder that miles cannot truly separate us from friends...that those we love are always with us--every moment of the
infinite celebration we call life.
There's No Such Place as Far Away
A heartwarming book that takes a look at all things little . . . and reveals some big surprises with each turn of the page. These
things may seem little: A fish. An idea. A snowflake. But what if that little fish was also brave? And that little idea was fantastic?
And that little snowflake turned out to be unique in all the world? Featuring die-cut holes in the spirit of Laura Vaccaro Seeger’s
Lemons Are Not Red, There’s No Such Thing as Little is bright, warm, and endlessly inviting, and will encourage readers of all
ages to think BIG about what “little” really means.
Inspired by correspondence between Bach and a child concerning a special occasion, this meditation expresses, in Bach's
typically soaring fantasy, the thoughts and beliefs by which he lives
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